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CBD Construction has partnered
with The Cameron Group to

construct its most recent Medical
facility at Township 5.  This 25,628

square foot single-story building
provides multiple services including

family medicine, cardiology, pain
medicine, neuro-services,
orthopedics, urology, ENT,

behavioral health, radiology with
MRI and CT, physical therapy, and

onsite lab. 
 

HAYLOR, FREYER & COON
MOVE INTO DOWNTOWN

SYRACUSE 

New Construction Projects

This single-story steel structure includes architectural features such
as a shared centralized waiting, a modern exterior skin treatment

incorporating an Alucobond panel system, and three sides of ribbon
glass providing natural light throughout.

CBD Construction completed a multi-floor
40,000 SF office renovation in One Park

Place in downtown Syracuse.  HF&C is an
independently owned insurance Agency

providing insurance and risk management
solutions since 1928.   HF&C relocated as
a strategic decision to move downtown for
increased visibility in the marketplace and
a more centralized, vibrant location.  The

modern architectural design and
construction of the space complement its

vision.

The project included architectural and design features of an open
floor plan with exposed ceilings complemented by stimulating cloud

features and linear light fixtures.  Offices, conference rooms and
public areas are accompanied with glass fronts and switch glass

features.
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St. Joseph’s Health transformed
the former Bon-Ton store in

Camillus into a modern medical
office facility offering primary

care, cardiology and other patient
services.  The location met the

Hospital’s goal of providing
convenience, visibility, and easy

access and abundant free
parking.

 HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

New Brokerage Projects

ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
MOVES INTO FORMER BON TON

CBD Brokerage negotiated a
long term renewal for
Hematology-Oncology
Associates of CNY. Its

mission of providing the
highest level of quality care in

a healing environment
continues with planned

upgrades and modernization
to its 5008 Brittonfield

Parkway facility.
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CBD-Managed AXA Towers, Syracuse’s
largest office complex 100-120 Madison

Street, is pleased to announce substantial
completion of a full-scale elevator

modernization project.  The $5M investment
includes a complete mechanical replacement

and cab renovation to all 19 elevators. 
Schindler Elevator’s PORT Dispatch
technology provides for enhanced

dispatching of cabs moving passengers more
quickly through the Towers while
experiencing minimal wait times.

New Management Project

The next project planned for 2020
at the Towers is the build-out of a
new fitness center.  The fitness
center will include free weights,

cardio equipment, locker/shower
facilities and a group exercise

room.


